HIGH-LEVEL CLEANING
ACCESSING, CLEANING, TRANSFORMING
All buildings over a certain size require the services of access specialists who have the expertise to reach the difficult areas in order to undertake a range of cleaning services. PTSG’s teams are highly experienced and accredited in the recognised techniques for accessing buildings. Our work improves the appearance and enhances the economic life of buildings for clients in a wide range of sectors – even those of great historical value or significance.
OUR SERVICE

As hard-to-reach areas of buildings are not usually seen by some customers or staff, they are often neglected. This can compromise the building's integrity, which can lead to further problems of water ingress, infestation and contamination. PTSG employs innovative solutions to access problems to ensure that every building looks its best from top to bottom, inside and out.

Gutter Cleaning

Gutters are often a problematic area for building maintenance. Over a period of time, they can easily become blocked by leaves and other debris causing them to stop working, overflow or leak into the building. These blockages will lead to corrosion over time, which could then result in damp patches appearing internally and eventually severe water ingress. Studies indicate that up to 64% of flood damage is due to blocked or damaged guttering.

To avoid flooding and other related issues such as damp and water ingress, PTSG can offer roof and gutter cleaning services for both residential and commercial clientele. Our experienced team takes care to carefully check your gutters and downpipes to ensure that all debris is removed. With a proven track record in delivering excellent results and solving clients' long-term gutter-related problems, you can have complete peace of mind that we will leave your gutters clean and in the best possible state of repair.
Building Cleaning

PTSG specialises in all aspects of building cleaning at height. Our expertise, developed in the fields of safety access, testing and installation, allows us to offer building cleaning and maintenance services using BMUs, Industrial Rope Access, MEWPs, Extension Pole work and difficult access work.

We offer a wide range of building cleaning and maintenance services to clean, restore, enhance and protect the external elements of a wide range of commercial, industrial, public and private properties. Our cleaning services include, high-pressure washing, steam cleaning and blasting.

We place great emphasis on the thorough training and multi-skilling of our staff. In an industry that has many dangers for those not properly skilled and disciplined, our safety record speaks volumes.

Window Cleaning

We supply a wide range of high-level window cleaning services to a variety of commercial and industrial customers including major shopping centres, airports, sporting venues, hotels, military sites, universities and industrial buildings.

With an emphasis on safety, reliability and cost effectiveness, our background in the maintenance, installation and testing of equipment for working at heights means that we can offer a complete package of high level window cleaning services.

Our teams are highly skilled in the use of a range of equipment including rope access/abseiling techniques, BMU access, MEWPs and ladder work, allowing us to carry out full cleans at even the most challenging sites.
Pressure Washing

PTSG offers pressure washing either as part of a working at height project or as a stand-alone service. Pressure cleaning is an alternative to the use of chemicals, making it safe, effective and environmentally friendly.

As both abrasive and nonabrasive techniques are available, pressure washing can be used for a whole variety of applications including the cleaning of:

- Brick, concrete and wall
- Shelf and racking
- Graffiti removal
- Fly poster removal
- Chewing gum removal
- General internal and external areas
- Signage
- Steel
- Roof
- Façade
- Cladding
- General internal and external areas
For more information visit ptsg.co.uk